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The Monterey Peninsula Airport is modeled as a three
component (airside,
terminal, and streetside) system, and forecasts of demand and
utilization
for each component are developed through use of linear
and log linear re-
gression techniques. Specifically, forecasts for General
Aviation Opera-
tions, Airline Passenger Enplanements and Passenger Associated
Visitors,
the number of automobiles utilizing the roadway during the
peak hour (2
scheduled airline departures and 2 scheduled airline arrivals
within the
same hour) , and associated parking space requirements have
been made for
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This thesis presents demand, and utilization forecasts of Monterey
Peninsula Airport facilities for the years 1973 » 1974, 1975. 1980, and
1985 based on trend analysis and pertinent socio-economic factors for
Monterey County. It is designed to implement and complement LT Gordon
Reed's thesis research [Ref. l] on the development of a conceptual model
for the Monterey Airport Master Plan.
An attempt has "been made to find relatively simple forecasting models
which can he easily calculated and updated yearly by the Monterey Airport
District without resorting to complex computer programs. However, the
data used for formulating the models was suitable for computer input, and
the Naval Postgraduate School's IBM 360/67 computer was utilized for time
savings. Since forecasts for 1973 are given in the following models, a
comparison of the forecast and actual results may be used as validation
for the models. If the results are significantly accurate, it is hoped
that the models will be included in a future Airport Master Plan or at
least serve as a basis for further study.
B. OBJECTIVE
The objective was to forecast demand and utilization of airport fa-
cilities in four major areas.
The first area was aircraft operations (An operation is defined as a
take-off or a landing.). In this area, only operations pertaining to
General Aviation with the exclusion of commercial or military operations
were considered. Commercial airline operations are first highly dependent
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upon passenger seat demand and second upon the type of aircraft utilized
on a particular scheduled flight which is, in turn, an airline management
decision. It was felt therefore that forecasts for commercial operations
were inappropriate. The Navy Auxiliary Landing Field at Monterey closed
in 1972 and since that time military operations at the airport have "been
reduced to a numerically insignificant portion of the total operations at
the airport.
The second and third major areas were passenger seat demand and air
cargo demand.
The fourth and last major area was airport access traffic and its in-
fluence on parking and roadway utilization.
C. METHODOLOGY
In order to accomplish the above objectives, historical data in the
four major areas was collected from airport records, Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration (FAA) records, and from the control tower records at the
airport. Next, historical data of pertinent socio-economic characteris-
tics of the airport's area of influence was gathered from the United States
Bureau of Census, the California Department of Finance and California Sta-
tistical Abstracts.
Interviews were held with airport officials, the managers of the com-
mercial airlines serving Monterey, planning commissions for various gov-
ernmental entities in Monterey County, Salinas Monterey Area Transporta-
tion Study (SMATS) officials, and the Monterey Peninsula Chamber of
Commerce to gain additional insight on the data collected and possible
future planned conditions which might modify some of the results obtained
by the models.

A least square regression model was fitted to the data collected and
forecasts were made for the various years of Interest. Appendix A gives
a short discussion on this methodology.
In areas where no pertinent data was available, the results of similar
studies done at other airports in a specific area were applied to Monterey




II. MODELING THE AIRPORT AS A SYSTEM
A. CONCEPTUAL MODEL
In order to ensure that the four major areas to he forecast did in
fact represent the most pertinent ones for future airport master planning,









The Airside Interface of the airport system is composed of air traffic
patterns, runways, ramp areas, and taxiways. The utilization and capacity
of these areas are directly influenced hy "both aircraft operations and the
mix of aircraft using the areas. As before, aircraft operations are "broken
into three separate categories; 1) scheduled commercial, 2) general avi-
ation, and 3) military operations.
Scheduled commercial operations are not only influenced by deplaning/
enplaning passengers hut also by the size of aircraft employed. The size
of aircraft employed by the airlines at Monterey is restricted due to the
length and bearing capacity of the runway. For example, the runway is
too short [jRef . 2] and the bearing capacity of the runway [Ref . J~\ may be
insufficient to allow the use of either the Lockheed L-1011 or McDonnell-
Douglas DC-10 aiz-craft at the airport. This fact minimizes the proba-
bility of reducing the number of scheduled flights into Monterey while
either keeping the number of available passenger seats the same or greater
than currently available. Another important factor is the ground time for
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these jets would be greater than for the present fleet being employed
since either of the newer jets would have to be towed away from the ter-
minal area before starting engines because the thrust of the jets is suf-
ficient to blow out windows, according to FAA tower personnel.
General Aviation operations influence air traffic patterns and, indi-
rectly, runway capacity due to their differing performance characteris-
tics. The services offered by the Fixed Base Operators (FBO) at Monterey
are an attraction for the private aviation community. The repair and
maintenance services offered directly influence the number of aircraft
coming to Monterey to avail themselves of this service and thus affect
ramp area parking for short periods of time. Instruction for various
pilot ratings is also given by the FBO's and therefore affects General
Aviation operations to some degree.
Military operations at Monterey have been reduced to an insignificant
level and have very little influence on the airside interface. At the
present time, the operations consist of occasional medical flights and
some landing and instrument approach practice.
The Terminal Area Interface of the airport system is composed of areas
designated for aircraft boarding, automobile rental, business offices,
baggage, cargo, gift shop, restaurant and snack bar, sky-jacking search,
airline tickets, and waiting. The primary usage of all these areas is
directly related to enplaning and deplaning passengers and the associated
visitors accompanying the passengers. No study has to date been done at
Monterey which reflects the proportion of people using the airport ter-
minal area (air passengers, passenger related visitors, employees, and
casual visitors).
Utilization of the terminal area facilities is not only affected by
the passengers served but when and in what numbers they arrive. The
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scheduling of commercial flights and size of aircraft employed will greatly
influence the degree of utilization per day. Because of this reason, a
dally figure for airline passengers and passenger related visitors will
"be calculated from the models on enplaning passengers in Chapter IV of
the thesis.
The Street Side Interface of the airport system consists of the road-
ways leading to and from the airport (Olmstead Road and Henderson Way)
and the parking areas, either in designated lots or at the airport, auto-
mobile rental agencies, and FBO customers. Chapter VT of the thesis goes
into detail on the calculations used to forecast the utilization of street
side facilities.
The most important of the major areas to be forecast from the above
discussion on the airport as a system is enplaning passengers since it
alone influences each of the three interfaces.
B. LIMITS OF INFLUENCE
After defining a conceptual model of the airport, the next important
step is to define what geographical areas have influence on airside inter-
face operations. By looking at the scheduled commercial operations and
general aviations operations separately, it is apparent that the respective
geographical areas which influence the airside interface are different.
Scheduled commercial operations are most directly influenced by demand
for passenger seats. Presently, and for the near future, Monterey Pen-
insula Airport is and will be the only airport in the county to have
scheduled airline service (interviews with both airline managers supported
this statement). The nearest commercial airport to Monterey is San Jose
which is an approximate ninety minute drive from Monterey. Based on 1970
U.S. Bureau of Census tracts, greater than 90^ of the population of Monterey
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County is within forty-five minutes by automobile of the Monterey Peninsula
Airport. The Hollister and Watsonville areas are, in addition, closer to
the Monterey Peninsula Airport than the San Jose Airport and do contri-
bute to passenger seat demand. Therefore, the geographical area of in-
fluence for passenger seat demand would probably include the entire county
north and east of the airport including the Hollister and Watsonville
areas and south to the San Ardo census tract. Both airline managers tend-
ed to agree with these limits, but felt that the greatest proportion of
the demand originated from the Monterey Peninsula-Salinas area.
General Aviation operations have their biggest impact on two areas
of the airside interface; first in operations associated with the runway
and second in the ramp areas including hanger spaces and tie-down facil-
ities used for basing aircraft. Of these two areas, basing of aircraft
would be the one most directly dependent on a geographical area for in-
fluencing basing demand and utilization. The FBO's and airport manager
all tended to agree that aircraft which are owned by people who lived
away from the Monterey Bay Area based their aircraft at one of the eleven
other paved and dirt airports/airstrips in Monterey County. The con-
sensus was that owners of aircraft would base them primarily at airports
which involved short travel times from their homes. This fact was sup-
ported by a survey conducted for the Statewide Master Plan of Aviation
[Ref. 4, Table 8.l] which indicated that 3% of all aircraft in California
are based within 15 miles or 25 minutes of their owner's residence.
Therefore, the geographical area of influence for general aviation air-
craft basing for the airport would probably include the area north to
Marina, south to Carmel, and east to Laureles Grade. For information
purposes only, Appendix B.5 shows the basing and mix of aircraft at Monterey
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Peninsula Airport from 1963 to 1972. Appendix B.19 shows the basing and
mix of aircraft in Monterey County from 1963 to 1972.
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III. GENERAL AVIATION OPERATIONS MODEL
A. AIRPORT ATTRIBUTES AND RELATION TO GENERAL AVIATION OPERATIONS
The Monterey Peninsula Airport has the very good fortune of having
excellent year round weather conditions which are conducive to aviation
operations. The region has a Mediterranean climate which is typical of
most of coastal California. August is the worst month of the year for
operations since, on the average, the airport is below 500 feet ceiling
and one mile of horizontal visibility 21. 0# of the time as compared to
an annual figure of 7.6jS, and below 200 feet ceiling and one haif mile
of horizontal visibility 6.k% of the time as compared to an annual figure
of 2.9^ [Ref« 5» P« 20^. During these periods of time the airport is re-
stricted to Instrument Flight Rules [iFR] and the capacity of the traffic
patterns are greatly reduced due to required traffic separation for safe-
ty.
Because of the generally excellent weather conditions, Monterey is a
popular airport with general aviation for practicing approaches and land-
ings and use as a stopover for pleasure flying. During the winter months
when much of California is fogged over and airports have weather condi-
tions which are less than satisfactory for operations, Monterey is more
heavily utilized. According to the FAA tower personnel, weekend opera-
tions especially during these periods are greatly increased with many non-
local aircraft and aviators using Monterey's facilities.
Another characteristic of the airport which helps to increase its
popularity is its location. The airport is away from high density air
traffic facilities (for example, the San Francisco Bay Area and Los
16

Angeles Area and their associated terminal control areas) . As a result
of this, the possibility of mid-air collisions with other aircraft is
greatly reduced.
The physical equipment of the airport also contributes to its popu-
larity. First, a manned 24 hour a day FAA tower is available for posi-
tive aircraft control while flying in the airport traffic control area.
Second, the availability of FBO's who sell aircraft and aviation fuel and
related equipment, provide maintenance service and flight instruction,
supply aircraft for rental and lastly have charter service readily avail-
able provides an added inducement to use the airport. Lastly, the ter-
minal area with its restaurant and car rental agencies provides desirable
services for stop-overs for aviators on long distance trips or weekend
vacations.
B. DATA
Ideally, general aviation operations may be divided into various cate-
gories according to flight purpose (i.e., recreational, instructional, or
business flying) for analysis and then each separate flight purpose fore-
cast. However, no detailed records which could be used for this type of
a break-down could be located at either the Monterey Peninsula Airport
District Offices or the FBO's. Therefore, only aggregated totals of gen-
eral aviation operations were used.
Appendix B.l gives the data on a monthly basis for itinerant and local
operations (see Appendix F for definitions) for years 19&3 through 1970
as kept by the Monterey Peninsula Airport District. Appendix B.2 is the
monthly air traffic record for Monterey Peninsula Airport from 1962 thru
May of 1973 as kept by the FAA tower personnel. Appendix B.3 is a rec-
ord of monthly commercial aircraft landings from 1970 to July of 1973
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which was obtained from landing fee receipts kept by the Monterey Peninsula
Airport District. The data in Appendices B. 2 and B.3 were combined to de-
termine general aviation operations from 1971 through 1973 in the follow-
ing mannerj
General Aviation Operations = Total Operations - Commercial Operations
Table I summarizes this data into quarterly, biyearly and yearly
blocks for years 1963-1973* Graph 1 displays the same information.
C. MODEL BUILDING
The dependent variable chosen for the regression equation and, conse-
quently to be forecast was General Aviation Operations including both
local and itinerant operations. Both types of operations were combined
since this was more compatible with the data collected and the ultimate
affect on usage of the airside interface would be the same, especially in
the area of the traffic patterns and runway utilization.
The explanatory variables chosen to possibly be used in the regression
models were U. S. registered pilots, California registered pilots, and
Monterey based aircraft. Appendices B.4 and B.5 are a summation of the
data obtained for registered pilots and based aircraft, respectively, from
the FAA. Table II shows the high degree of correlation between the inde-
pendent variables and the dependent variables.
Registered pilots in the U.S. and California were chosen as possible ex-
planatory variables for the following reasons. First, both sets of pilots
have data which is readily available from the FAA and, in the case of
California registered pilots, from the State Department of Finance. Sec-
ond, the FAA does yearly projections for the future numbers of U.S. reg-
istered pilots and these projections represent a source which may be used




OPERATIONS - GENERAL AVIATION QUARTERLY, BI-YEAR, YEAR







1963 12,190 14,169 26,359 14,695 12,508 53,562
1964 15.421 16,275 31,696 16,367 14,787 62,850
1965 16,540 16,081 32,621 18,638 17,749 69,008
1966 21,^57 23,441 44,898 23,838 16,913 85,649
1967 20,778 20,217 40,995 21,700 21,590 84,285
1968 21,3^8 21,863 43,211 20,754 17,153 81,118
1969 19,788 25,372 45,160 27,209 24,362 96,731
1970 23,944 23,571 47,515 22,638 20,153 90,306
1971 * * * * 91.133
1972 24,643 24,667 49,310 24,369 20,708 94,387
1973 21,299
* No known data available for the operations of Golden West Airlines on
a monthly period basis for this year, therefore general aviation opera-












































GENERAL AVIATION OPS 1.000 0.965 0.939 0.937
MONTEREY BASED
0.965 1.000 0.982 0.981
AIRCRAFT
CALIFORNIA REGISTERED
0.939 0.982 1.000 0.999
PILOTS
U. S. REGISTERED




Lastly, California registered pilots may provide a better explanatory
variable than the Monterey County registered pilots since Monterey Penin-
sula Airport is a public airport and, from discussions with the FAA tower
personnel, there are many non-based aviators using Monterey's facilities.
Incidentally, there is no data available on the number of registered pi-
lots residing in Monterey County.
Monterey based aircraft was used as an explanatory variable because
of an intuitively appealing assumption: the more aircraft based at the
airport, the more general aviation operations would be conducted at the
airport. One of the FBO's estimated that 80$ of the instruction he does
for private pilot licenses occurs at the airport. Unfortunately, he had
no complete record of the number of students he had trained during the
previous years.
Table III shows the models which were estimated from the available
data and, also the statistical results. Models 1-5 represent an attempt
to determine what type of growth general aviation operations have been
experiencing at Monterey. From the results obtained, a linear expression
best explains the growth of operations since 196l. Models 6-8 and 9-11
represent an attempt to determine what type of model best represents the
data when general aviation operations are a function of California Pilots
and U.S. Pilots. A Logarithmic model in each case is better (but only by
a small margin) than the linear model. Models 12-16, lastly, represent
an attempt to relate the number of based aircraft at Monterey to general
aviation operations and to see if any significant improvement can be made
in the fit of the model to the data with the addition of another explana-
tory variable.
The comparison of model 12 with the remaining models shows that the










FOR 3i FOR p2
1) = pQ + 9tY + e .8846 7.202 8.31
2) InO = 3Q + 3 In Y + e. .8619 0.1224 7.49
3) = 3Q + 3 1Y2+ t .1702 19.31 1.36
4) = 3 + 3jY2 + e.
.6957 11.70 -4.53
5) = 3Q + 3 XY
3/2 + e.
.7795 9.96 -5.64
6) = 3Q + 3 1(CP) +e .8822 7.275 8.211
7) InO = 3Q + Pjln((JP) + e .8968 0.1058 8.84
8) = 3 + 3
1
(CT) 2 + £. .8282 8.787 6.59
9) = 3 + 3^) + e. .8773 7.426 8.02
10) InO = 3Q + SanCUP) + £. .8841 0.1121 8.29




12) = 3Q + 3 1 (MAC) + e .9317 5.542 11.08
13) = 3 + P^CP) + 32(mac) + t .9338 5.788 -0.50 2.49
14) = 3 + 3
1
(UP) + 32(MAC) + z. .9348 5.743 -0.61 2.65
15) InO = 3Q + 3^(0?) + 32ln(MAC) + * .9340 0.0898 -0.05 2.12
16) InO = 3Q + SjlnCUP) + 32ln(MAC) + *_ .9348 0.0892 -0.32 2.49
= GENERAL AVIATION OPERATIONS
Y = YEAR
CP = CALIFORNIA PILOTS
UP = UNITED STATES PILOTS
MAC = MONTEREY BASED AIRCRAFT
REFER TO APPENDIX C FOR VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS
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variable or by changing the structure of the model. It is also worthwhile
to point out that the values for the coefficients of the registered pilot
variables in models 13-16 is not significantly different from zero as in-
dicated by the "t" statistic. The critical t value for nine degrees of
freedom 90% confidence level is I.383. An explanation of this is the high
degree of correlation between the explanatory variables as shown in Table
II.
Summarizing the results, all three explanatory variables do an ex-
cellent job of relating to general aviation operations. Of the three,
Monterey based aircraft is the best by a small margin. Finally, no sig-
nificance is gained by adding either of the registered pilots variables
to based aircraft.
The following three models were selected to be used as the means of
forecasting general aviation operations at Monterey:
Model I
General Aviation Operations = f3_ + P.. (Year) + £.
=
-303.98 + 5.70 (Year)
(0.6867)
Model II
General Aviation Operations = g. + ^.(U.S. Pilots) + £
- 6.12 + 0.12 (U.S. Pilots)
(0.0150)
Model III
In General Aviation Operations = &Q + p.l^U.S. Pilots) +
£-
In - -1.9885 + 0.99 ln(U.S. Pilots)
(0.1199)
The reasons for selecting these particular models were many and are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Even though based aircraft best explained general aviation operations,
several items precluded the use of that particular model. The first item
to be considered is the space which is allocated for parking of aircraft.
From Appendix B.5 it can be noted that the rate of change in the number
of aircraft based at the airport, while positive, has not been constant,
and for the years 19&9 through 1972, there has been no reported change in
the number of based aircraft. One possible explanation of this fact may
be due to the lack of available hanger space. One of the FBO's felt that
if more hanger space was made available it could be filled in a short
time. However, tie-down space, the only other means of basing an aircraft,
is not as desirable a method for storing an aircraft and would require a
longer period of time to fill. Therefore, it may be concluded that a-
vailable hanger space may be an important factor for basing aircraft at
Monterey. Secondly, the Board of Directors may make decisions on how many
and what type aircraft will be based at Monterey in the future in response
to public opinion. Finally, without prior knowledge of future plans for
the type and/or number of aircraft basing facilities at the airport, it
is not feasible to make a forecast using this model.
Another reason for selecting the three models was the fact that all
had nearly equal values for coefficient of determination and the standard
errors were also nearly equal.
It was further decided to use U.S. registered pilots in place of Cal-
ifornia registered pilots since FAA projections were readily available as
discussed earlier and there was only a slight sacrifice in fit of the
models \ compare the respective coefficient of determinations and stan-
dard errors. Also the percentage of U.S. pilots which are registered in





Lastly, the models chosen were conslstant with the purposes of the
thesis as discussed In Chapter 1.
D. FORECASTS
Table IV shows the forecasts and prediction intervals associated with
a 90% confidence interval for general aviation operations for Monterey
Peninsula Airport for the years 1973 1 197^ » 1975. 1980, and 1985. The
figures used for U.S. registered pilots came from FAA predictions shown
in Appendix B.k,
The results show that Model I consistantly gave the highest forecast
while Model II consistantly gave the lowest. Model III gave the smallest
prediction intervals and Model I gave the largest.
Graphs 2 and 3 depict the forecasts and prediction intervals of the
models respectively, and in addition FAA forecasts and United Airlines
(UAL) forecasts are drawn on Graph 2 for comparative purposes only [Refer
to Appendices B. 6 and B.7 for FAA and UAL forecasts].
The FAA [Ref. 6, p. 7] describes its methodology for forecasting gen-
eral aviation operations in the following manner:
"General Aviation Operations forecasts are projections of past trends
modified by known considerations such as airport capacity, available
reliever airports, and official-attitudes toward general aviation ac-
tivity at the subject airport."
The methodology which UAL used to forecast general aviation operations
was not delineated. It is interesting to note that Models II and III a-
greed very closely with UAL's forecasts.
E. SENSITIVITY OF FORECASTS
The basic premise upon which these forecasts are based is that all
externalities which influenced general aviation operations in the past




FORECAST OF GENERAL AVIATION OPERATIONS
MONTEREY PENINSULA AIRPORT
MODEL I
GENERAL AVIATION OPERATIONS = pQ + p.(YEAR) + £
MODEL II
GENERAL AVIATION OPERATIONS = + g (U.S. PILOTS) + e.
MODEL III
LN GENERAL AVIATION OPERATIONS = p + p LN(U.S. PILOTS) + £.
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factors may accordingly change the forecasts. The following discussion
enumerates several of the possible areas which might influence opera-
tions either positively or negatively.
The Federal Aviation Regulations Part 61 were changed early in 1973
to require more flight time for pilots to maintain current ratings and
licenses. Reference 7 summarizes and reviews these changes and compares
both sets of regulations. The effects of these changes locally has been
a reduction in the number of pilots utilizing the rental aircraft avail-
able at the FBO's and the club aircraft at the Navy Flying Club. In both
cases, however, the pilots who were withdrawing from active flying were
felt to be marginally active and therefore contributing little to overall
operations. One FBO felt that his charter business may actually increase
due to the possibility of transporting some of the previous marginal pi-
lots who now elect not to fly themselves. Whether a reduction in operations
caused by marginally active pilots becoming inactive will be offset by
increasing operations caused by pilots maintaining currency is an issue
which will require a longer period for study than was available for this
thesis.
The cost of obtaining pilot licenses and ratings has been increasing
at a very fast rate. A popular manner of obtaining the instruction nec-
essary to obtain the licenses and ratings is to use the benefits granted
veterans under the G.I. bill. One of the FBO's estimated that approxi-
mately 80^ of the students he has and is training have paid the cost of
Instruction using the G.I. bill. Current events show a tendency to de-
crease the size of the armed services in general and, thus, a distinct
possibility of reduction in flight instruction, licensed pilots, and con-




Reference 8 states the following, "Cessna Aircraft Company estimates
that 200,000 persons must begin learn-to-fly programs during 1976 for the
general aviation industry to grow at an acceptable rate. The company ex-
pects 1972 starts to total about 128,000 of which only 39,000 will earn
private pilot licenses." One of the basic inferred premises of the mod-
els was that as the number of registered pilots increased there would be
a corresponding increase in the number of general aviation operations.
Costs of maintaining and flying of aircraft were of concern to air-
craft owners and renters as indicated by interviews. Though the source
of the rumor was not given, there is supposedly some talk of increasing
the cost of aviation fuels as much as 100% due to an increase in fuel tax
to a level where the tax is equivalent to the cost of the fuel alone.
Another increase in taxes or licensing fees is in the form of a users
tax on the nation's airways. Commercial airlines are objecting to the
cost they have to bear for using the nations airways and feel that pri-
vate aviation should carry more of the burden than at present. Lastly,
there is supposedly discussion underway to enact legislation which would
require more avionics to be carried on all aircraft which operate out-
side a radius of 50 miles from where they are based or operate at night.
All of these rumors, if they become fact, may decrease general aviation
operations by forcing out of active aviation those who cannot afford to
bear the additional costs.
Reference 9 details some of Cessna's production and marketing phil-
osophy for 1973 and 197^. In summary, to expand the market for aircraft
Cessna has increased production of all their aircraft models, added special
packages for increased performance at nominal costs, and maintained the
cost of the total at a value equal to their 1972 model costs. They in-
tend to ship their product to their dealers at a rate faster than the
31

dealers request to achieve two things. They first want to fill their
dealers flight lines so they will be willing to make more sales with small-
er profit margins in order to move the aircraft. Second, they want their
dealers to take in more trade-in aircraft so a larger market of good used
aircraft will be available as an inducement to get more people in the
market. Reference 10 in general summarizes the optimistic views held by
most of the general aviation aircraft manufactures for increased aircraft
demand. If these views and philosophies are in fact true, general avia-
tion operations should be increasing in the future.
The last item to be mentioned is the effect of the "Energy Crisis" on
the forecasts. If in fact this problem is a long term factor, the effect
may most probably be a reduction in general aviation operations. If the
"Energy Crisis" is a short term factor, then the length of time before
all factors return to their pre-crisis levels, or if they ever return,
is open to subjective arguments and cannot at the present be qualified.
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IV. ENPLANED PASSENGER SEAT MODEL
A. CHARACTERISTICS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The Monterey Peninsula Airport ranks as the ninety-sixth busiest
commercial airport (in terms of passenger enplanements) in the United
States, Puerto Rico, and Guam [Ref . 11J. Statewide, the airport ranks
eighth for community passenger service [Ref . ll] and serves as a major
feeder into the state and national air transportation system.
As discussed in Chapter 2, airline passengers are the single most
important variable for utilization of airport facilities since they ef-
fect to some degree all three interfaces of the airport system. An ideal
approach to forecasting the passenger seat demand at Monterey Peninsula
Airport would be to isolate various passenger categories (tourist, mili-
tary, and business for example), obtain historical data on each, forecast
future demand for each, and then combine the results to determine total
future demand. Part of the ensuing discussion lists some of the results
of such an attempt. Unfortunately, this approach was not feasible due
to insufficient data, and therefore an alternate approach using only to-
tal enplanements and certain socio-economic characteristics of the county
was undertaken.
Tables V and VI summarize quarterly, calendar, and fiscal year totals
of airlines passengers using the airport for the years 1962-1973* It
should be noted that the number of enplaning and deplaning passengers
over the same period of time have been nearly equivalent. Appendix B.8
contains the monthly figures kept by the Monterey Peninsula Airport Dis-
trict from 1965 to June 1973. Appendix B.9 lists the calendar and fiscal
































































































































































CALENDAR AND FISCAL YEAR PASSENGER TRAFFIC
MONTEREY PENINSULA AIRPORT
YEAR ENPLANING DEPLANING TOTAL
PASSENGERS PASSENGERS
1962
ENDING 30 JUN 61434 N/A n/a
1963
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Graph k was plotted using quarterly and fiscal year totals and
Illustrates the increasing trend of passenger enplanements.
Inspection of Graph 4 shows that the third quarter for years 1970,
1971 » and 1972 was the busiest of the year. This period coincidently
corresponds to the peak period since I965 for tourist spending in the
Monterey Peninsula Area as determined by the Monterey Chamber of Commerce.
Reference 12 also noted that tourism as reflected in trade and service
industries is the largest contributor to the economy of the Monterey Area
and that the peak tourist time is from July to September. It was felt by
both commercial airline managers that tourist travel is especially pre-
dominant during this period, but neither had any real data base in this
area.
Although not reflected in the data, interviews with the airline mana-
gers determined that Friday and Sunday are the busiest days of the week.
During these two days the demand for passenger seats often exceeds the
supply for a particular flight and passengers often have to wait for the
next flight in order to travel. The average load factor [see Appendix F
for definition] during this three day week-end period is in excess of 90%
during this summer period. The two largest contributors to this traffic
were felt to be military personnel and tourists. The second busiest per-
iod in addition to the summer periods was felt to be the Crosby Golf
Tournament weekend. It is UAL's policy during this occasion to try to
schedule as many stretch Boeing 727' s as possible to handle the increased
demand.
In an attempt to isolate the military market and its effect on the
enplaning passenger seat demand, interviews were held and data collected
at Fort Ord [Fort Ord handles all Army transportation requests including
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At Fort Ord it was found that all enlisted personnel graduating from their
eight week basic training course and being transferred elsewhere were be-
ing sent via commercial airlines on the Friday or Saturday following their
Thursday graduation. The Army no longer uses rail or bus service with the
exception of chartered bus service to transport large groups of graduates
to specially chartered flights departing from one of the San Francisco
Bay Area airports. Since travel time is unproductive time, the Army de-
sired to minimize it as much as possible. By utilizing air service they
feel they accomplish this goal and additionally gain two benefits. First,
they do not have to arrange for mass purchase of meals for their personnel
enroute. Second, they are able to have their personnel check into a new
post and, without loss of continuity, continue their training on the Mon-
day following their Thursday graduation. It should be emphasized that
all trainees who are being transferred follow this procedure and that
trainees are the largest group of personnel who are regularly transferred
to other posts using airline services. It should also be noted that
trainees are not authorized to have private automobiles with them during
their basic training phase. It was felt by the transportation department
at Fort Ord that October and November were their busiest months normally
for transferring personnel due to the Christmas leave periods in Decem-
ber and the associated closing of the training facilities for about 3
weeks.
Appendix B.10 shows the number of Army personnel being sent via com-
mercial airlines from various airports as determined from all the trans-
portation requests for 1972 at Fort Ord. Appendix B.ll shows the data
on trainees being sent via commercial airlines from Monterey for only a
few months in 1971 and from January to July 1973^ The number of trainee
air enplanements was not recorded for the Monterey Peninsula Airport
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until September 1971. Previously, the numbers were kept only for commercial
air, bus, and train seats used. The numbers of basic trainee graduates
for the years 1967 through 31 August 1973 are shown on a quarterly basis
in Appendix B.12.
An attempt was made to correlate the number of trainees completed per
month against the number of trainees transferred via commercial airline.
The results were inconclusive. Another attempt was made to correlate
quarterly enplaning passengers and trainee output as a means of isolating
part of the military demand and possibly estimating part of the future
enplanement demand. It was apparent from Graph 5 that there was little
or no correlation. The decrease in total trainee output from 1968 to
1973 was related to the diminishing requirements for Southeast Asia.
Hughes Air West conducted a survey during the period from July 16 to
July 21, 1972, to identify passenger/destination characteristics of the
Monterey Peninsula Airport. The survey had a sample size of 1,157 out
of a possible 4,750 passengers traveling on both airlines. Local trav-
elers, defined as those whose trip terminated at either San Francisco or
Los Angeles; beyond travelers [825]i defined as those whose destination
was beyond either San Francisco or Los Angeles; and military travelers
were the categories sampled. The assumption was made at the conclusion
of the survey that the results obtained accurately portrayed the total
market. The data obtained from the Transportation Department at Fort Ord
when applied to the results of Hughes Air West's survey, however, implied
the possibility of unintentional bias introduced in the survey.
The following excerpt was taken from Reference 13
«
"6. Of the total sample, ^7% of the respondents were associated with
the military. With respect to just the beyond travelers, 53% were mil-
itary. The local market was even more striking. Only 32% of the local
traffic was associated with the military.
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business as the purpose of their trip. Of the local military traffic,
84# were traveling for leave or other pleasure related reasons. The
military traffic traveling beyond the San Francisco or Los Angeles gate-
ways is only H0% pleasure-related..."
The data in Appendix B.10 for the corresponding month was approximately
uniformly distributed on a weekly basis. Also, most of the transportation
requests were for destinations beyond San Francisco or Los Angeles, and by
quick calculation, there should have been approximately 260 Army person-
nel on official business traveling beyond either San Francisco or Los An-
geles.
Interpreting the survey results, 1796 [3388 x .53] were classified as mili-
tary beyond passengers. Of these 1796, 1078 [1796 x .6] of the military
passengers would be on official business. A comparison of the Army data
and the Hughes Air West survey results show a large discrepancy. It
should be noted that neither military traffic from the Naval Postgraduate
School [Appendix B.13] nor military visitors from other commands were
included in the above total of 260 due to a lack of pertinent data. It
should also be pointed out that the week that the Hughes Survey was under-
taken, the Postgraduate School had classes in session and probably con-
tributed very few passengers to the survey.
The inferred conclusion of the foregoing discussion is that the sur-
vey may not accurately reflect the total Monterey market. The contribu-
tions of the military to the overall market was probably something less
than h-7% or ZQ% \_, 47 x .6] for official military business as reported by
the Hughes Survey but probably more than the approximate 6% yearly aver-
age official military business enplanements that the Army data would sug-
gest. The actual but unknown percentage probably lies somewhere inbetween.
The last point to be discussed in this section is load factor. As
was pointed out earlier, the average three day week-end period load factor
42

during the third quarter was running in excess of 90%. This figure should
be compared to the yearly average load factor of 80$ for both airlines.
However, load factor should not be construed to conclude that 80$ of the
passengers on departing aircraft boarded at Monterey. With the exception
of two morning flights by UAL, all flights departing from Monterey origi-
nate at either San Francisco or Los Angeles, and Monterey is used only as
a stopover to deplane or enplane passengers. Many in the 80$ load factor
do not board at Monterey.
The number and types of aircraft used for airline operations were
obtained from FAA records [Appendix B.l4] and Monterey Peninsula Airport
landing fee receipts [Appendix B.3l» With this information plus the pas-
senger seat capacity of each aircraft as published in Reference 2, the
total number of seats available during the year was calculated [Appendix
B.14]. Graph 6 shows the total number of seats available per year and
plots the passenger enplanements at Monterey. The results show that pas-
sengers boarding at Monterey have accounted for 37 to 47$ of the capacity
of the aircraft for the past five years.
B. MODEL BUILDING
The dependent variable chosen for the regression equation was enplaning
passengers. The socio-economic characteristics of Monterey County chosen
to be independent variables for the regression equation were population
and income. These two variables were selected because of the complete-
ness of the data available and because estimates or procedures to be fol-
lowed to calculate estimates were also available. These two variables
were also chosen to be used for forecasting local, state, and national
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Income for the county of Monterey was modified in the following manner:
Adjusted Income = (income) (—I——)
Price Index
California Price Index 196? = 100
The purpose of this variable was to have all the years income compared on
the same basis.
A second manner of utilizing income was to calculate the income per
capita. The following method was used:




This variable reflects the income per person in the county in constant
1967 dollars. One reason this particular variable was selected was the
intuitively appealing argument that as a person's real income is increased
the greater the probability of his eventual usage of air transportation.
Appendix B.15 lists the data for adjusted income, adjusted income per
capita, and population. An examination of the overall growth trend of
each of the variables will give an idea of how well they will correlate
with enplaning passengers. First, note that enplaned passengers have
consistently increased in every year except for 1971 and 1972 (refer to
Graph 5). The trend of population in the county has been increasing;
however, there are periods (notably I96I, 1965. 1968, and 1970) of de-
creasing population corresponding to some of the larger increases in en-
planing passengers. These occurrences will cause a decrease in the cor-
relation coefficient when compared to the results obtained with adjusted
income and adjusted income per capita which show fewer periods of de-
creasing values (1969 and 1970 for adjusted income and I969 only for ad-




Table VII gives the correlation coefficients and does reflect the
above discussion. The high degree of correlation among the variables
should also be noted.
Table VIII shows the models that were attempted and the statistical
results. Models 1-10 were an attempt to approximate mathematically the
average growth rate for enplaning passengers at the airport. Nearly all
the models gave good results, however much of this was due to the high
degree of correlation between enplaning passengers and years. As a re-
sult, only the following two models were chosen for further analysis:
Enplaning Passengers = 3Q + ^(YEAR) + £.
EP = -1113.3^ + 18.61(YEAR) + £.
(1.7858)
lri Fnplaning Passengers = 3Q + Pjln(YEAR) + e.
In EP = -5.1878 + 0.15(YEAR) + £
(0.9^30)
Models 11-13 were an attempt to relate the first of the socio-economic
variables population to enplaned passengers. The coefficients of deter-
mination for these models were the lowest of all those attempted. Two
models were chosen for further analysis:
Enplaning Passengers = 3Q + p. (POPULATION) + 6-
A
EP = -555.72 + 2. 85(POPULATION) + e.
(0.6961)
In Enplaning Passengers = 3 + P 1ln(P0PULATI0N) + £.
A









&4 >"< <MO <CH P*
ENPLANED
PASSENGERS 1.000 .969 .934 .915 .840
YEAR .969 1.000 .972 * .945 .858
ADJUSTED INCOME
PER CAPITA .934 .972 1.000 .990 .932
ADJUSTED INCOME
.915 .945 .990 1.000 .973
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Models 14-16 related adjusted Income to enplaned passengers. The
results obtained for the coefficient of determination were the second
lowest of the four groups of models, but were still highly significant.
Two models were also taken from this group for further analysisi
Enplaning Passengers = (3- + g. (Adjusted Income) + E_
EP = -182.70 + 0.38( Adjusted Income) + e.
(0.0630)
In Enplaning Passengers = Pn + 0. In(Adjusted Income) + *-
ln EP = -H.8637 + 2. 48ln( Adjusted Income) + £_
(0.3001)
Models 17-19 related adjusted income per capita to enplaning passen-
gers. The results of the coefficient of determination were the second
best of the group and were very close to the results using years as the
variable. Here again, two models were selected for further evaluation:
Enplaning Passengers = (3- + 0. (Adjusted Income per Capita) + €.
EP =
-383.35 + 150. 3l( Adjusted Income per Capita) + £.
(21.821)
lnEnplaning Passengers = P + &< (Adjusted Income per Capita) + £.
In EP = -0.2946 + 4. 151n( Adjusted Income per Capita) + £_
(0.4242)
Models 20-22 and 23-25 were an attempt to combine either adjusted in-
come or adjusted income per capita with population and improve the results
of the regression equations. The results did show an increase in the co-
efficient of determination. However it was only a slight improvement over
using either adjusted income or adjusted income per capita alone. The
statistical results showed that the values for the coefficients of the
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variable population were not significantly different from zero. For the
added complexity and the multicolinearity effects due to the high corre-
lation between all the variables, the addition of the second variable did
little to improve the forecasts. Therefore, none of the models 20-25
were used for further analysis.
C. FORECAST OF ENPLANED PASSENGERS
The forecasts for enplaned passengers were made using the eight models
selected above and Appendix B.l6 summarizes the data used for the explan-
atory variables.
The forecasted population data came from three sources. Reference 16
was the first source. All the forecasts for the required years were low
due to the exclusion of military personnel in the county. Because of the
classified nature of personnel stationed in Monterey County, only esti-
mates of this population have been found; they range from 40,000 [Ref. 17,
p. 9-10] in 1967 to 25,000 in 1972. This latter figure is probably a good
figure to add to all the figures to find total population due to proba-
bility of the military population remaining constant in size. The second
source of population forecast was the simple regression model
Ln(Population) = + g Ln(Year) + £-
where g = -23^.0
&! = 34.8
The coefficient of determination for this model was 0.93- This particu-
lar model fitted the population data available reasonably well and gave
results which were somewhat lower than those given in Reference 18 which
has tended to over estimate consistently population forecasts for the
country. The last source of population data was based on information
51

gained through interviews with DHJM and the Monterey County Planning
Commission personnel and from data found in Reference 12 , chapter 3»
The forecasted adjusted income and adjusted income per capita data
were arrived at "by a methodology suggested by the Monterey County Plan-
ning Commission in reply to a SMATS survey for 1995 forecasts. Accord-
ing to the commission, the real growth in income has been averaging 3^3$
per annum and should continue in the future. The 3«3$ VeT annum figure
was applied to the adjusted income and also the adjusted income per capi-
ta. The results of the latter method were comparable to the results ob-
tained in Reference 14, p. 9. The adjusted income per capita results
were multiplied by population forecasted by both the regression model and
the interview results to obtain additional adjusted income figures.
Table IX shows the results of forecasting enplaning passengers using
the forecasted values for population, adjusted income, and adjusted in-
come per capita. Models II, IV, VII, and VIII were dropped from further
analysis due to the rather large forecasts they gave for years 1980 and
1985. The percentage increases from 1972 to 1985 averaged approximately
335$ and based on historical increases this large increase seemed unrea-
sonable. A cause for such a large increase in growth for the natural
logarithmic models was due to the fact that only ten years of data was
used for model building and a forecast for a time period of fourteen years
was made. The forecast time period was probably well beyond the reliable
period of the model.
Models I, III (b), V (a), V (b) , and VI were used to plot Graphs 7
and 8. For comparative purposes only, UAL (Appendix B.7) and FAA (Ap-
pendix B.6) were included.
In order to reduce the number of forecasts even further to a most
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forecasts. In order not to lose any information which may be contributed
by each model, the first procedure used the coefficient of determination
(R ) as a measure of efficiency. Each model contributed to the overall
2
results in the following manner j all five values for R were summed and
2
then each model's value of R was divided by the summed value to determine
the proportion or weighted average of its forecast which would be contrib-
uted to the most likely forecast case. The results are shown in Table X
for both forecasts and their ranges.
The second method for forecasts was based on an interpretation of
Graph 8. Each model was assumed to give equally probable results. There-
fore, the common interval which was spanned by the.Prediction Interval's
of each model was assumed to have the most probable forecast. The high
and low values of these intervals for the forecast years was determined
and a most probable forecast was calculated by the following procedure
Common Interval Common Interval




_ High Value Low Value
Range = + B -
Table X shows the results for the forecasts and their ranges. It should
also be observed from Table X that the results for enplaning passengers
is nearly the same regardless what method is chosen.
Graph 9 compares UAL, FAA, and both of the above forecasts. Although
the mean forecasts produced by the above methods are slightly less than
the FAA result and approximately 20^ less than UAL forecast, it is signi-
ficant to note that the last available forecast made by UAL was in 1969
and it showed a 20^ reduction in the forecast made one and a half years
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within the prediction interval of the mean forecast found by the weighted
average method above. Reference 19 is an article based on the first quar-
ter results of 1973 f°r airline revenue passenger miles which gives cred-
ibility for possible lower forecasts in the future.
D. SENSITIVITY OF FORECASTS
The basic premise upon which the forecasts of the regression equation
are based is that all externalities which influenced the variables in the
past will continue in the same manner in the future. This fact is espe-
cially true when doing trend analysis based solely on years as the inde-
pendent variable.
County population growth may be dependent in the future on the avail-
able water supply. Presently there are only three reservoirs and countless
wells in the county furnishing water. The reservoirs do not store enough
water to furnish the county water needs during the dry summer nor is the
water table completely adequate ; water from the wells in Castroville area
has been known to get brackish during the latter months of summer. Car-
mel Valley and the City of Monterey during the month of August 1973 were
seriously considering a moratorium on all residential construction until
more sources of water could be found. One proposal was a dam on the Car-
mel River in upper Carmel Valley.
.
"
A large change in the composition of the population would, besides
effecting adjusted income and adjusted income per capita, effect annual
passenger growth. There have been discussions and attempts to bring the
home offices of large business firms to the Monterey Peninsula Area. The
reasons sighted included the beauty and serenity of the area. A large
increase in professional people brought here by these businesses would
certainly increase the probability of greater airport passenger growth
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more than a correspondingly large influx of farm workers during the
harvesting seasons.
The attractiveness of the Monterey Peninsula area has been one of the
primary attractions for bringing in tourists. The Monterey Peninsula
Chamber of Commerce has reported that the third quarter each year motel
and hotel occupancy rates average nearly 95% weekly and 100% during the
weekend. During the winter months or first quarter each year this occu-
pancy rate has dropped to approximately 50%. Reference 12 reported the
same results and added another point. There has been no great overbuild-
ing of rooms in the area and any additional building would not be an over-
burden but may generate its own demand. The proposed Monterey Convention
Center and Hotel Complex would be an example of this type building when
combined with the Monterey Peninsula Visitors and Convention Bureau's
philosophy of trying to promote more conventions during the slower winter
months. New construction may have a final overall effect of markedly in-
creasing air travel to the area.
The military establishment size in the county is a volatile force and
has a definite effect on air passenger travel as suggested in Chapter two.
Fort Ord is the largest yearly contributor to air travel of all the mili-
tary establishments in the area even though it has been decreasing in
numbers since the end of operations in Southeast Asia. At the present
time it is the only basic training center on the West Coast and will prob-
ably remain at its current manning level during the foreseeable future
according to interviews with officials. Only great changes in foreign
or national policy were given as reasons for the possible changes from
the present size. The Naval Postgraduate School and Defense Language In-
stitute are not programmed to have major changes in size, and their con-
tribution to airport passengers will probably remain at the current level.
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The effects of the "fuel crisis" should also be mentioned as a possible
means of changing passenger growth. Because of the reduction of aviation
fuel available and its increased costs, the airlines will be reducing
some of their schedules and mothballing some of their aircraft. Both
airline managers felt that they had secure schedules due to their high
margin over company computed break-even points.
Automobile speeds have been reduced by state legislative action and
the price of gasoline is constantly being raised. The results of these
two actions may make an airline trip for business and/or pleasure more
attractive. This could be especially true for the Monterey Area since
there is no longer any train service and bus service may be time consum-
ing considering the location of Monterey. The end effect may be an in-
crease in passenger service.
Lastly, Monterey Peninsula Airport serves as a feeder airport to both
Los Angeles and San Francisco. At either of these two airports, a pas-
senger must change aircraft to reach ultimate destinations. UAL is cur-
rently planning a possible flight which originates in Monterey and flies
directly to Denver and then on to Chicago. If there is sufficient inter-
est in such a market, the service may be inaugurated sometime in 197^.
The added convenience of not having to change planes in San Francisco and
reducing the possible associated inconvenient layovers plus the possibil-
ity of not having to pay for a trip to San Francisco may increase future
passenger enplanements at the airport.
E. PASSENGER ASSOCIATED VISITORS
As was mentioned in Chapter II, there have not been any studies con-
ducted at the airport to determine the passenger associated visitors who
use the terminal and street side interface. These visitors probably are
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the second largest contributors to utilization of the airport facilities
during the periods before and after a scheduled airline flight. Graph
10 shows the airline scheduled arrivals and departures. It can be ob-
served that the time period between 1^00 and 1500 represents the poten-
tially largest influx of people at the airport.
Because the airport has a large military and tourist market and asso-
ciated with them relatively few airport visitors, it was assumed that the
relation between passengers and passenger related visitors would probably
be four passengers for every three passenger related visitors. It was
further assumed that the number of scheduled flights into Monterey will
not change, and the mix of aircraft utilized is similar to the mix used
for the year ending 30 June 1971 (Appendix B.14). Both of these assump-
tions are probably very weak since as demand becomes heavier there would
probably be a change in number of flights and/or mix and type of aircraft.
Lastly, it was assumed that the number of enplaning passengers is equiv-
alent to the number of deplaning passengers.
Combining the capacity of the mix of aircraft and the forecasted en-
planing passengers (Table X) , a per cent utilization may be calculated
and a figure for average enplaning passengers per flight may be calculated.
The results of these calculations are shown in Table XI.
The calculations are a suggested method to predict the number of pas-
senger related visitors. Any of the assumptions may be changed or modi-
fied to reflect new information. The results may be utilized later for
capacity studies, for example, to determine the adequacy or inadequacy of
present terminal area facilities, the need for remodeling to increase
passenger processing rates, the possible need for remote site passenger
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Table XII shows the enplaned revenue tons of freight, express, and
mall at Monterey Peninsula Airport for calendar and fiscal years starting
with 30 June 1962 and ending 30 June 1972. Graph 11 also presents the
same data for the fiscal years only.
During the fiscal years from 1962 to 1967, the growth of freight and
express was low, averaging an approximate 13^ growth rate per year. This
small increase can be partially explained by the airlines use of propel-
ler aircraft with small cargo areas.
During the period from July 1967, to June 1969 1 the airlines serving
Monterey transitioned from their all propeller fleet of aircraft to a
nearly complete fleet of jet aircraft (the Fairchild Industries' F-27 is
the only propeller aircraft still utilized). As observed from Graph 11,
this period showed a very large increase in the growth of enplaned rev-
enue tons of cargo due primarily to the increased cargo capacity of the
jet aircraft.
The fiscal year 1970 was the first period when all scheduled flights
were composed of the new fleet. During this period, the first reduction
in the high air cargo growth rates of the transition period occurred.
This reduction may be the beginning of a trend toward lower growth rates
similar to the ones of the early 1960's when most of an aircraft's cargo
capacity was utilized.
Mail has been a constantly decreasing portion of the total air cargo
enplaned at the airport. From the data in Table XII, mail was approxi-
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began to decrease until, in 1971. it only represented approximately 10^
of the total enplaned cargo. This decrease was partially explained "by
the continuing consolidation of mail at the Salinas Post Office for for-
warding to San Francisco International Airport.
Appendix B.17 gives the total yearly cargo carrying capacity of the
fleet of aircraft serving the airport from 1962 to 1973. This is the
maximum possible cargo carrying capacity since the actual cargo capacity
available is a balanco among various factors. Depending on the lift cap-
abilities or performance characteristics of the aircraft and on airport
characteristics such as runway and taxiway bearing capacities and runway
length, a trade-off in the number of passengers, amount of cargo, and a-
mount of fuel to be carried must be made. The average total cargo carry-
ing capacity of the propeller fleet during the years 1962 to 1966 was
5,580 tons, and the average total cargo carrying capacity of the jet
fleet during the years 1970 to 1973 was 38,570 tons. This amounts to an
approximate 600% increase in capacity between the two periods. This per-
centage increase by coincidence is nearly matched by the 650% increase in
enplaned cargo at the airport (89 tons carried in 1962 increasing to 639
tons in 1971) suggesting that the airlines are perhaps utilizing the
available cargo capacity.
The composition of the air cargo carried by the airlines was deter-
mined through interviews with the airline managers. The cargo included
high value items like art works, high. priority machine parts for the few
industries in the county (Firestone Company in Salinas for example), and
highly perishable items, such as flower cuttings, seeds and bull semen,
which are used in the agri-business of the county. Some bulky items like
household effects and books (McGraw-Hill is one of the primary contribu-




There were no attempts made to forecast future air cargo enplanements
using regression techniques after analyzing the available data. By di-
viding the data into three separate time periods as above, it was apparent
that the last period consisting of a single data point was insufficient
to make reasonable forecasts with any degree of confidence.
Once again using interviews with airline managers, it was determined
that air cargo operations were only of secondary importance. Passenger
service was their primary interest and only if the county became more in-
dustrialized would greater emphasis probably be placed on air cargo op-
erations. It was also felt that if the number of flights increase or
larger aircraft introduced into service to Monterey, any increase in air
cargo operations could be adequately handled.
It was felt by UAL that night flights are the most desirable for an
all freight operation due to the possible greater utilization of equipment.
However, two factors tend to discourage their usage of night operations
at Monterey. First and most obvious is the fact that the airport closes
at 11 o'clock nightly. Second, due to the small market, the fixed and
variable costs would probably not be covered (there is a pay differential
for flight and ground crews working nights) . One final factor pointed
out was the possible loss of part of their present market. Short deliv-
ery time is one of the major attributes of air delivery. If an all freight
scheduled service were initiated, the possibility exists that it would not
be scheduled daily due to the small market and other modes of transporta-
tion at cheaper costs would be more attractive than air delivery.




VI. STREET SIDE INTERFACE
A. DATA ANALYSIS
As noted in Chapter II, the Street Side Interface of the airport is
composed of roadway and parking areas. Olmstead Road, between Garden
Road and the airport parking lots, and Henderson Way serve as the sole
arteries for access and egress traffic to the airport. Only one traffic
survey, which was conducted by SMATS from 7-21 October 1970, was avail-
able for this particular area [jtef. Appendix B.203. The only other traf-
fic survey available was made by the city of Monterey during the period
from 22-2^ February 1971, but it was located to record a traffic count on
Olmstead Road between Garden Road and Route 68. The site however record-
ed only a portion of airport traffic and also included traffic whose ul-
timate destination was not associated with the airport (i.e., commuter
traffic going into either Salinas or Monterey) . Table XIII shows the
average peak hour traffic counts for both studies.
The results of the two studies are not surprising considering airline
scheduling philosophy and the normal working hours of the majority of
people. Airlines normally have reserved block times for departing air-
craft from large airports. Since Monterey is considered a feeder airport,
flights departing Monterey must arrive at either San Francisco or Los
Angeles prior to a block time in order for passengers to make connecting
flights. The peak times for the traffic studies do correspond to local
block times according to the airline managers. The peak traffic times
also correspond to normal commuter traffic hours which is also logical
considering the number of businesses operating in the airport industrial






SMATS CITY OF MONTEREY
7 OCT TO 21 OCT 1970 22 FEB TO 24 FEB 1971
PEAK HOURS AVERAGE TRAFFIC
CARS/HR
PEAK HOURS average traffic
cars/hr
0700-0800 • 140 0700-0800 273
1300-itoo 240 1300-1^00 256
1500-1600 265 1600-1700 283
1700-1800 265 1900-2000 122
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An unfortunate situation arises when trying to correlate the number
of enplaning/deplaning passengers with the traffic data. Neither airline
manager could furnish either flight schedules or enplaning/deplaning pas-
senger counts for the time periods of the traffic surveys.
Because of the above situation, the same procedure as in Table XI of
Chapter IV was used to estimate total passengers deplaning and enplaning
four scheduled flights at Monterey between the hours of 1500-1600. The
result using annual enplaning passengers equal to 205»117i total capacity
of the aircraft for the fiscal year 1971 equal to 536,845, and passenger
capacity of two aircraft (a B 737-200 and a DC-9-30) equal to 234 was 178
passengers. This result when combined with one half the vehicle count
for the same time gave a value of .97 passengers per vehicle.
A survey made for the Santa Barbara Airport by the South Coast Trans-
portation Study (SCOTS) in November I968 showed the average number of
airline passengers per vehicle was approximately 0.75 D*6*"* Appendix B.18],
At the time of the survey, the only means of conveyance to and from the
airport were limousine and cab service and private automobiles. This is
a situation quite comparable to Monterey.
Due to the procedures used to obtain a figure for passengers per ve-
hicle and in light of no contradictory evidence, a figure of 0.90 passen-
gers per vehicle was used for further calculations.
Two studies conducted by the U.S. Department of Transportation empha-
sized the extent to which the automobile is utilized as the primary means
of conveyance to airports. Reference 20, pg. 81 stated,
"Airport access today is predominately by automobile. Over 90% of the
ground access to airports in this country is by automobile."
Reference 21, pg. 5-12 also stated,
"A recent survey of autcr traffic at JFK, LA, SF, and Washington National
revealed that 73-85% of the people arriving at and departing from these
airports do so by private car and taxi."
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In a further effort to define the composition of the traffic the
origin-destination study of Reference 22 indicated that for the 213,800
weekly person-trips to and from the Cleveland-Hopkins airport, 36% were
air passengers, 46. 5# were passenger related visitors, 13.9^ were employees
and J. 3% were casual visitors.
In light of the above surveys, it was felt that the result to be used
for forecasting passengers per vehicle was not unreasonable.
B. FORECASTS
The two objectives of this section are to present a possible method-
ology for making Street Side Interface forecasts and to show the results
obtained from using the methodology. The time period chosen is for a
one hour period during which two scheduled arrivals and departures occur.
This is not an uncommon occurrence as shown in Graph 10 Chapter IV.
The number of automobiles utilizing the roadway can be calculated by
combining the results of Table XI and the above factor of 0.90 passengers
per vehicle. Another part of the Street Side Interface, the number of
parking spaces utilized will depend on the length of time a space is oc-
cupied.
Assume that an enplaning passenger must check-in thirty minutes prior
to scheduled departure in order to be processed. Also assume that a vis-
itor accompanying the passenger will wait for approximately ten minutes
after a scheduled flight's take-off before departing the airport. There-
fore, the total time that a parking space may be occupied is forty minutes.
A further assumption was made concerning the percentage of passenger re-




Deplaning passengers were assumed to spend thirty minutes after landing
waiting to pick up baggage and depart the airport. Their associated vis-
itors were assumed to be at the airport ten minutes prior to arrival times.
Once again the total time for an occupied parking space if forty minutes.
Of the total automobiles that would be associated with the deplaning pas-
sengers, only 85% were assumed to occupy parking spaces.
Appendix E shows the calculations and Table XIV summarizes the results




STREET SIDE INTERFACE UTILIZATION
FORECASTS
YEAR AUTOS UTILIZING MAXIMUM PARKING











Forecasts for General Aviation Operations, Passenger Enplanements
,
Passenger Associated Visitors, the number of automobiles utilizing the
roadway during the peak hour (2 scheduled airline departures and 2 sched-
uled arrivals within the same hour) , and parking spaces required at the
peak interval during a peak hour have been made for specific years up to
1985. In the case of general aviation operations and passenger enplane-
ments, simple models were used with independent variables whose fore-
casted values were readily available from Federal, State, and/or County
agencies. It must be noted that the accuracy and reliability of the gov-
ernmental agencies' forecast will have a direct influence on the accuracy
of the forecasts calculated by the models presented. The models were
also designed so that yearly revisions of the model's coefficients could
be accomplished as new data becomes available. In time, more accurate
forecasts should become available if this procedure is followed.
Because commercial airlines are capable of changing operations in
such a manner as to have a direct influence on future airport growth,
close liaison with airline officials is required in order to maintain re-
liable forecasts. A direct comparison of forecasts calculated by the
models presented and those of the commercial airlines (UAL for example)
will enable airport officials to make better and more timely decisions




There currently exists a definite lack of data in certain areas and
surveys need to be established to determine at least three items.
1. The proportion of various passenger categories (i.e., military,
tourist, and business) should be established on a seasonal or periodic
basis. Enplaning passengers as shown on Graph 4 may be establishing cy-
clic trends with one type of traveler more prevalent during one time per-
iod than another. Separate forecasting models for each category could be
made and the results summed to give final results. Spot surveys over the
entire year vice only one survey per year are needed to accomplish this
goal.
2. The modes of ground transportation and the numbers of passengers
utilizing these modes needs to be established. Presently, this type of
data is not available for Monterey Peninsula Airport and, as a result,
the calculations in Chapter VI are unsubstantiated and are only a rough
estimate of the actual situation. A coordinated study with SMATS and the
City of Monterey over several time periods within a year would be mutu-
ally beneficial for future local public transportation and roadway access
developments.
3. Lastly, a spot survey to determine the number and length of time
parking spaces are occupied with relation to airline passengers needs to
be made.
After the above surveys are completed or when more accurate or perti-
nent data is made available, a capacity study on the various types of op-
erations as described in this thesis should be made. The results of the
two studies when combined would determine which airport operations and/or
facilities would become inadequate first. This information could then be






When no particular functional form is suspected, a simple (two-variable)
linear model is frequently used to describe the relationship between two
variables. In this case, the equation of the model is
y = a + bx (1)
Least-Squares Estimating
Given equation (l), the basic problem in the first phase of the re-
gression analysis is to derive estimates of the parameters a and b. The
values of a and b are determined by the requirement that the sum of the
squares of the deviations of the sample observations from the estimated
line will be a minimum. Symbolically;
min E (y-yJ 2 (2)
i=l
where y. is the i observation and y. is the value of y. estimated from
the equation
y± - a +
bx
± (3)
The carets over a and b indicate that a and b are least-squares estimates
of the true but unknown values of a and b.
The minimum value for this sum is satisfied by substituting Eq. (3)
in Eq. (2), taking the partial derivatives of Eq. (2) with respect to a
and b, and setting the results equal to zero. The next step is to solve
for a and b using the following two equations
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11 A A n
£ y, = na + b E x (4)
i=i X i=l
Exy = aEx + bZx2 (5)
The measure of the dispersion about the regression line is called the
standard error of estimate (SE) of the equation. The standard error of
estimate is calculated by n
E (y^) 2
SE
= ^Sk ( 6)
One measure of dispersion in a collection of data points is called
the variance. The variance is defined as the sum of the square distances
to each of the data points from a central reference point divided by the
degrees of freedom (df), which equal the number of independent bits of
information contained in the sample.
In least-squares procedures , the central point of reference for cal-
culating the variance of each variable is its simple mean, which causes
the least-squares line to have the property of passing through the means
of the variables used to estimate the line. The simple mean of either
the dependent or independent variable may be calculated as follows:
The total variance of y is calculated total variance of
n (y.-y) 2
*- E
-in- < 8>i=i n x
The explained variance of y is calculated
/ A —\2
n (yj-yr








Unexplained variance of y = E 5 (10)
i=l n
"^
A measure of dispersion is defined by the proportion of total var-
iance accounted for by the estimating relationship




Total Variance ^ }
When all the observed points in a sample are on the least-squares line,
the coefficient of determination equals 1 and there is no unexplained or
residual variance. As the proportion of total variance that remains un-
explained increases, the coefficient of determination approaches zero.
Statistical inference may be used to answer two questions that arise
in connection with the problem of reliability. To decide whether x and
y are actually related, test for statistical significance; to evaluate
predictions, establish a prediction interval for the regression line.
The method of testing the significance of the relationship between
x and y involves establishing the null hypothesis that x and y are not
related (i.e., that b = 0), and testing to determine whether the hypo-
thesis should be rejected. The test that is commonly used for this pur-
pose is known as the t-test because it uses the t-ratio, or ratio of a
coefficient to its standard error. For this simple regression, the ratio
/\
is expressed as , _b_ /. %lb " S, \ 1Z)
o







If the calculated value t, falls below the appropriate value of t
selected from this table, the null hypothesis that b = would be accepted,





The procedure for calculating the prediction interval for a simple
regression is as follows. The prediction interval puts a boundary around
There is a certain level of confidence (l-e) that the cost of a set weigh-
ing x will be in that interval.
Values for ^2 rather than e are used since y is to be bounded on
both sides. The values of £ can be divided by two since under the as-
sumptions, the probability distribution about y is normal and therefore
is symmetrical. A two-tailed t distribution for constructing the inter-
vals is used.
In the case of simple regression, a 100(l-£ ) -percent prediction in-
terval for an estimated value of the dependent variable can be constructed
A
as follows y + A _ /„
where
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YEAR CALIFORNIA UNITED STATES

















1974 650, 5C0 *
1975 889,800 *
1980 • 1,087,700 *
1985 1,289,200 *
*FAA FORECAST




GENERAL AVIATION BASED AIRCRAFT AT MONTEREY
MULTIENGINE HELC'SSINGLE ENGINE/






















































* FISCAL YEAR DATA
** TOTAL DATA UNAVILABLE
SOURCE: FAA FCRM 5010-1 AIRPORT MASTER RECORD






MONTEREY PENINSULA AIRPORT OPERATIONS FORECAST
FISCAL YEAR FORECASTS
1972 1974 1975 1976 1984
ENPLANED PASSENGERS (OOO) 199 226 246 259 526
AIR CARRIER OPNS (000) 10 11 12 12 12
TOTAL ITINERANT OPNS (000) 80 92 97 100 132
TOTAL OPERATIONS 117 137 140 146 220
INSTRUMENT OPERATIONS 33 40 66 75 166
INSTRUMENT APPROACHES 3379 4349 4834 5319 5804
DATA BASE: OCTOBER 1972
1973 1974 1975 1978 1983
enplaned passengers (000)
air carrier opns (oooj




data base: december 1971
ENPLANED PASSENGERS (000)
AIR CARRIER OPNS (000)
TOTAL ITINERANT OPNS (000)
TOTAL OPERATIONS •
INSTRUMENT OPERATIONS
DATA BASE: MAY 1971
207 226 246 331 501
8 9 10 10 10
99 106 112 130 168
142 157 166 194 254
42 44 45 48 56
6915 7400 7890 9380 11890
1971 1972 1973 1977 1982
184 202 230 378 606
8 9 10 11 14
78 80 87 143 265
110 111 120 180 296
36 37 38 42 47
SOURCE: TERMINAL AREA FORECASTS, DEPARTMENT OF













1975 308,600 10.3% 290
1980 438,200 7.2% 400
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TRAINEE DATA AT FORT ORD



































































INTERVIEW RESULTS AT THE NAVY POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
FOR AIRLINE TRANSPORTATION REQUESTS
1. Transportation requests for airline travel may be handled by two
methods
a. Request a TR before travel is commenced, or
b. Request reimbursement for airline travel upon return
2. For the Fiscal Year 1972, there were 982 TR's issued.
For the Fiscal Year 1973. there were 936 TR's issued.
3. The man personally charged with making out the TR's and reimbursements
felt strongly there was a 1-1 relationship between- methods a and b.
Therefore, the direct input for enplaning passengers at Monterey for the
Navy Postgraduate School would be
982 x 2 = 1964 for Fiscal Year 1972
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I960 198,351+ 481,897 88.2 546,368 2,755
1961 198,200 497,873 89.3 557,528 2,813
1962 204,300 530,517 90.5 586,207 2,867
1963 215,900 577,367 91.9 628,256 2,910
196*4- 224,700 639,403 93.5 683,853 3,043
1965 224,400 682,317 95.4 • 715,217 3,187
1966 243,800 803,569 97.3 825,867 3,387
1967 253.700 887,506 100 889,506 3,506
1968 253,400 976,800 104.1 938,329 3,703
1969 256,500 1,022,607 109.3 935,597 3,648
1970 248,846 1,062,233 114.9 924,485 3,715
1971 252,100 1,152,219 119.2 1,029,500 4,095
L
As of 1 JUL SOURCE: CALIFORNIA STATISTICAL ABSTRACT 1971
^SOURCE: CALIFORNIA STATISTICAL ABSTRACT 1971
^SOURCE: CALIFORNIA STATISTICAL ABSTRACT 1971
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30 JUN 1962 6,025

















31 DEC 1968 15,919
30 JUN 1969 25,993
30 JUN 1970 31,833
30 JUN 1971 42,223
30 JUN 1972 39.128
30 JUN 1973 41,085
* Total cargo capacity was computed by multiplying specific type aircraft
departures performed all services (Appendix B.14) times each specific type
aircraft's cargo capacity and then totaling each year period.







F-27 212 cu. ft
M-202 280 cu. ft

















South Coast Transportation Study-
Road Commissioner's Office, Court House
Santa Barbara, California 93102
4 December I968
DAILY BATIO OF TBIPS/PASSENGERS
DAY PASS CABS VEH/PASS
MON 570 780 1.32
TUES 435 840 1.93
WED 547 770 1.41
THUBS 609 820 1.35
FBI 78? 1050 1.33
SAT 539 820 1.52
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Air Cargo i All revenue air traffic other than passengers; includes
freight express, mail and passenger baggage in excess of free allow-
ance.
Air Carrier: Aircraft operators certified by the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration to transport persons, property and mail by air.
Aircraft Operation: An aircraft arrival or departure from an airport
with FAA airport traffic control service. There are two types of op-
erations, local and itinerant.
1. Local operations are performed by aircraft which:
a. Operate in the local traffic pattern or within sight of the
tower.
b. Are known to be departing for, or arriving from, flight in
local practice areas located within a 20 mile radius of the
control tower.
c. Execute simulated instrument approaches or low passes at the
airport.
2. Itinerant operations: All aircraft arrivals and departures other
than local operations.
Air Taxi Operator: One of a class of air carriers operating aircraft
having a maximum gross takeoff weight of 12,500 pounds or less and en-
gaging in a wide variety of nonscheduled and scheduled passenger and
cargo transportation services.
Available Seats: The number of seats installed in an aircraft (including
seats in the lounges) exclusive of any seats not offered for sale to the
public by the carrier.
Commuter Airlines': Air taxi operators who perform, pursuant to published
schedules, at least five round trips a week between two or more points.
DMJM: Daniel, Mann, Johnson, and Mendenhall Associates, Consulting En-
gineers.
Enplaned Passengers: Passengers boarding an aircraft including originat-
ing, stopover and transfer passengers, for scheduled service.
FAA: Federal Aviation Administration
Flight: The operation of an aircraft from take off to landing.
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General Aviation Aircraft: All civil aircraft except those classified
as air carriers.
Load Factor: The percentage of seats actually occupied prior to take-off
of a scheduled flight.
Scheduled Service: Transport service operated over an air carriers cer-
tificated routes based on published flight schedules, including extra
sections and related non revenue flights.
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